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invention relates‘to a‘d'evice for mechanif-l 
caily‘teaching" golf strokes: orswings; andiit is; 
believed to be'the‘?rst device‘ of its‘classewhich 
holds, guides, and controls‘the‘ movementi‘of a“ 
gioif club while’ leaving a“ player comparatively 
free-to swing the‘ golf? club; withv arms- and-"body? 
u’n'hampered; ‘ I ‘ 

It is the chief object; of I this invention‘to ‘pro-‘i 
vlde a=devlce= which allows lalplayerv to grasp and 
swing“ the > golf club‘in" the usualv manner; yet 
which‘ guides‘ the travel of 3the‘ club through 'whatf 
is‘ generally‘ conceded‘? by‘ professional players‘ to“ 
baa-perfect “swing” ‘so that‘ the learning player" 
is forced‘toirecognize-‘theefaults‘ both in hisiback‘ 
swing and in? his downswing; The device‘isso‘v 
constructed that lt'iorcesaleaming right=hand-" 
ed player to ‘take a relatively slow back swing, 
to‘keep‘his left arm relatively-straight all'lthe 
wa'y'lto'ithe‘toppf the-"back swing; to delay "the 
break of i the “wrists “ until the proper’ time,- near' 
the top'of‘thehack swing, to keep-the» right‘ 
elbow near the body; to'pivot the body properlyi 
during’ the ‘back- swing, and above‘- all to ‘recognize 
the proper“‘relative‘posltions between his-‘hands 
and club “head at2 each point‘ of ‘the back swing. 
As is well known *to professionals: and other ‘ex; 
part1 golf? players, the‘ club 'h’eadl‘ancl‘th‘e "player's ‘‘ 
hands vresp'ectiveljr‘t'ravel through different“ areas’ 
or- paths: as‘ well 3 as“ through different‘ respective‘ 
blit'i'unehangi'n'g planes'durihg the back swlii _' 
andv the downswing. Accordingly; thisv invention" 
also positivelyguides the'travel-of both'the'club' 
head and‘? the hands in- the properrespective" 
paths and1 planes- durir'ig “ the downswing; even" 
to‘ the ~ point“ of notlfving ‘ the,‘ learnlngp‘l'ayer" 
when‘ to‘ bringv the“ wrist ‘‘ muscles‘ into ’ play: just‘ 
before the club head‘ hits‘ the-ball. Also; the” 
machine encourages; in fact‘almost forces, a; full‘ 
"follow ‘ through”v ‘after ‘thechib‘ head ' hasip'a'ssecl: 
its point of ‘impact with “the ball. 
In addition to guidln'g'the‘cluhh'ead aswell? 

as the player’s handsiinf'the proper ‘pathsduring 
the?‘ complete swing,‘ the invention“ forces“ the 
cli'tbhead to 1travel in'its‘prroper individual plane‘ 
during the complete swing, forces the player's‘ 
hands to ‘travel? in ‘their’ proper‘ individual ‘plane 
durir‘ig" theiswing‘,“ and is-so constructed that‘it‘ 
forces proper =pron'ation' of‘the hands‘ and'clubi 
dairing‘lth‘e ha'ckswihg, and proper- compensation 
or breaking-o?'the‘wrists a’othe topv of the~~backi-" 
swing; Ati‘thev toppf‘the backswing the player's" 
l'i?l'i'ds-and‘the- cl?bvcoihcide' with the li'ne‘ofdm" 
tersectlon 'of‘tlie two‘ planes-iii which the player's" 
hands‘ and the ~cIub‘~'head‘-have respectively tra‘vl 
eled‘ito’r'each 'the‘top'bt the swing. This is-‘coi'i--' 
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sideredhth‘e‘ddea-h chili and hand positl‘ow for 
starting-tlie*downswingr' Dining the dbwnswi?g” 
the‘ device“ force's both" the club head“ and‘ the“ 
player's" hands‘ to ‘return through" the" same ‘ re‘; 
spective ~plaries= in which“ they’ traveled‘ to jrea'cl'r" 
the-‘top of’ the hackswing: 'I‘hosvfamiliar'with“ 
the art -‘ willbiearly?mderstand’ the important dise" 
tinct'ion between‘ the“ two planes- in“ the‘ 
club-headland“ hands respectively travel daring" 

' a" swing; and ‘the paths ih’ which} the' cluhhead‘ 
anal hands- travel" within‘ their" respective inter?“ 
sectiirg planes‘: 
Another‘ object ofthe invention‘ is'to *providea" 

device of~‘th‘is class; the‘ use of‘jwhich' may'he' 
‘ coin controlled; so ‘that-‘aplayer' desiriirg‘toleam" 
the defects of‘f his normal" swing insert a" 
coin,‘ thus‘ freeing’ the-machine for“ a" predeter'i 
mined" number‘ of" complete“ teaching“ swings.~ 

Still ‘another obj ect' is't‘o ‘provided-machine '01?‘ 
this-1 class which 1is- adjustable’ to'suit“ players "of 
varying height," and which‘ is so} constructed ‘that 
the ‘golf stroke vwhich -it“téacl'ies“mayf'be changed‘ 
without" relduildihg ‘~ th’e‘f machine; 
The ‘details-'in'tlieconstruction‘ or-a preferred" 

form ofour' invention; together with" other" ob‘; 
jects attending*itsiprodtictlon;‘will bej‘hetterun'; 
derstood‘5 from the ~ following‘ description‘ new 
read? in" connection with“ the accompanying“ 
drawings; which are-ehosen’for *illostrativepur‘; 

Figure 1_‘ is‘ an"!v assembled View“ of one" emb‘odii 
merit"v of? the-inventioii, in ‘ perspective; withith'e". 
ch‘ib' 'holdihgiland‘ guiding“ mechanism‘ in‘? normal ‘ 
orl‘loclded‘positiony _ ‘ 

Fig.‘- 2V is a side elevation of‘ a'portijo'n’ ofi the‘ 
cliib' -' guidiiig mechanism,‘ showiiig"d'etails o‘ffcofi; 
struction; ‘ 

Fig. 3"-is~‘a'n"enlar'ged"view,‘ partially‘ ii'i section,.. 
showing‘ constructional" details“ of 'a- portion; ofi 
the“ club"holding"mechanisin ;-. 

Figs. ‘4 ‘ and ‘- 5"are,lrespectivel§', 'side-rand front» 
elevationsrw'ithipart's b‘roken awayvof' another 
portion "of, the cliib‘sguidingvrmechanism; ? 7 

Figs.- (ii to 10, inclusive;are:side~el‘evationai: 
views of the various parts‘whichstogether “form? 
ar-vnewltype universal: joint usedrin'icohnectingia 
golf club Ito's: thei rci’tubr ' guiding mechanism-3 

Fig:- 11» is‘van < eniarged ‘perspective ivi‘ew‘; with‘l 
parts broken: awayraridipartswin ‘section; showing‘ 
details‘'wiIiF-the'I construction; of‘ thema‘chine locki“ 
ihg and’? coin‘ - releasing; mechanism; , 

Fig& 12? is“ a“ d'ia'grarrinraticiront ‘elevations‘ot “'a' 
portion'ofithe machii'ie; ahdtisincitlded‘p‘riinarilv‘ 

’ to'laid'i‘th'e Lre'adei-YinTunderstanding“the manner 



2. 
in which the machine positively guides the travel 
of the golf club during the swing; 

Fig. 13 is a fragmentary sectional view show 
ing in detail a preferred manner of rotataloly 
mounting the club guiding mechanism, and also 
showing its relation to the coin mechanism hous 
mg; 

Fig. 14 is a plan view showing further details 
of part of the coin releasing mechanism; and 

Figs. 15 and 16 are side and front views re 
spectively, with parts in section, of an additional 
part of the coin releasing mechanism. 

Fig. 17 is a rear plan view of the central por 
tion of a plate which is a part of the guide 
carriage. 
The embodiment of the invention illustrated 
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includes an upright, inverted L type standard, ' 
designated as a whole by the numeral 2!}. 'I‘hlh 
standard includes a base plate 2|, drilled fox 
attachment to a suitable base or platform. 
Having one of its ends pivctally connected to 

the end of the horizontally projecting portion 
of this standard, is a supporting arm 22, which is 
?rmly supported from its pivot point in various 
desired planes by means of an adjusting mech 
anism mounted near the upper end of said stand 
ard. This mechanism includes a threaded rod 
23 disposed lengthwise immediately beneath this 
arm 22, and having one of its ends journaled 
in a journal bracket 24, preferably formed in 
tegrally on the upper end of the standard. The 
journaled end of this rod 23 extends through 
the bracket and carries a gear 25, which meshes 
with a hand wheel type gear 23, which is also 
suitably mounted on the standard 23. The means 
journaling the threaded rod 23 does not permit 
axial movement, but only rotative movement. 
An internally threaded collar 21 travels on the 
rod 23, and a link 28 has one of its ends pivotally 
connected to this collar, and its other end piv 
otally connected to the supporting arm 22 by 
means of an integral bracket 29 located on the 
under side thereof. When the hand wheel 26 is 
rotated in one direction, the threaded rod 23 is 
also rotated, and the consequent axial movement 
of the collar 27 along the rod 23 forces the sup 
porting arm 22 to pivot in one direction about its 
pivot point. A reversal of the hand wheel 26 
moves the'arm 22 in the opposite direction. This 
is an adjustment to accommodate players of dif 
ferent height, and we therefore provide an indi 
cator 33 rigidly attached to the arm 22, and a 
height scale 3! rigidly attached to the end of the 
support 20. The co-operation of these two quick 
ly apprises a player when he has the arm 22 
properly positioned for his own particular 
height. 
Mounted rigidly near the free end of the sup 

porting arm 22, and extending sidewise there 
from is a rigid extension arm 32 which rigidly 
supports an arcuate member designated as a 
whole by the numeral 33. The entire peripheral 
edge of this member 33 serves as a track for a' 
guide roller in a manner described herein, and 
the member will therefore be hereinafter re 
ferred to as a track 33. 
Rotatably mounted on the extreme outer end 

of the arm 22 in a plane perpendicular to the 
longitudinal axis thereof is a guide carriage desig 
nated as a whole by the numeral 34. This car 
riage includes an elongated plate 35 pivoted in 
termediate its ends at point 35 to the arm 22, as 
mentioned. A combination radial and thrust 
bearing 31 is used for mounting this entire car 
riage 34, as shownin Fig. 13, so that when the 
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carriage lies outside the vertical plane due to an 
adjustment of the arm 22, there is still very little 
bearing resistance to the free rotation or move 
ment of the carriage. Since the constructional 
details of the bearing mounting are shown clearly 
in Fig. 13, it is believed that further description 
of this mounting is unnecessary 
Near one end, the plate 35 carries a counter 

balancing weight 38, while on the‘other side of 
the pivot point 36, it carries a'plate'39 positioned 
in a parallel spaced relation thereto by means 
of a plurality of identical spacer bars ‘iii, certain 
ones of which rotatably mount guide rollers 4!, 
42, 43, and 44, all of which aid in guiding the 
longitudinal movement of a club holding arm 
£15 in the guide carriage 34. 
The arm d5 has a straight shank portion 46 

which is substantially square in cross section, and 
an arcuately curved portion 41. On the shank 
46 are rotatably mounted guide rollers 58, £3, 50, 
and 5! which are adapted to roll on the adja 
cent surfaces of the parallel plates 35 and 39, 
and thus additionally guide the shank 66 during 
its longitudinal movement. It will be noted that 
the rollers 4| to 44 inclusive lie directly in the 
path of travel of the rollers 53 and 5|, and thus 
serve to limit the longitudinal movement of the 
shank 43 in both directions. 
As a means of normally maintaining the shank 

45 at the inner end of its limited path of travel 
we provide a coil spring 52, one end of which is 
secured to an outwardly projecting pin 53 mount 
ed on the plate 35, and the other end of which 
issecured to an outwardly projecting pin 54 car 
ried by the shank 46. Longitudinal travel for the 
pin 54 is afforded by an elongated slot 55 cut in‘ 
the plate 39. 
The shank 46 carries an oppositely projecting 

pin 53 which in turn carries a ball bearing roller 
51. A slot 58 in the plate 35 affords free longi~ 
tudinal travel for the pin 55 as the shank 46 
moves. ' 

plane with the track 33, while the arm 32 which 
supports the track lies out side this plane. 
With such a mechanical structure, it will be 

seen that when force is app-lied to the free end 
of the club supporting arm 45 to move it and 
the guide carriage 34 in a counterclockwise direc 
tion, the roller 5? contacts and rolls along the 
outer peripheral surface of the track 33, and the 
arc in which the track forces the roller to travel 
has'a direct relation to the arc in which the 
roller 51, in turn, forces the free end of the 
arm 45 to travel (see Fig. 12). 'By varying the 
shape of the outer peripheral surface of the 
track, the arc in which a club 59 held by the free 
end ‘of the arm 45 must travel during the back 
swing, can de?nitely be determined. Likewise, 
since the roller 5'! must travel on the inner pe 
ripheral surface of the track 33 during the down- 7 
stroke (or clockwise movement of the carriage 
34) the changing of the. shape of this surface 
will de?nitely determine the arcin which a club 
held by the arm 45 must travel during the down 

To make sure that a player using the device 
take a fullback swing‘; we provide a spring 
pressed pivotally mounted trigger G9 on the up 
per end of the track 33. The outer peripheral 
surface of this trigger Gil lies directly in the path 
of travel of the roller 5'1, and so long as a full 
back swing is taken, the roller 5'! rolls smoothly 
over this trigger surface, and on to the inner 
peripheralsurface of the track 33, The posi 
tion of the roller 51 at the top of a full back 

This roller 5'! is mounted in the same‘ 



swing. may be observed; in carriage position. C T 
of Fig. 12 (dottedlines). In‘icase a player‘b‘er 
gins his down swingbefor'e he has 'takena-proper 
complete [back swing, the roller 5l‘pressesdown' 
on- the outer surface of the ‘trigger Gd‘compressing 
spring 6|, and the roller then hits the adjacent. 
part 6210f the track, and the downward travel of > 
the carriage and the club is stopped, This forces 
the‘player to the top of‘ his backswing before 
he can take the down swing. 
To assure that the roller 51 always travels up» 

the outside of the track 33 during counterclock 
wise movement of the carriage (during the back- ' 
swing), we provide a pointed trigger163 which is - 
pivotally mounted on the opposite end of the; 
track 33, and is normally held in the‘ solid line p0» 
sition shown in Fig. 2, by means of‘a spring 64-, 
mounted as shown. In this position the tip end‘v 
of‘the trigger lies inside the arc- in which the: 
axis of the roller 514 moves, ‘so that the roller 
51Ymustalways move up the outside of the track 
33. This trigger 6-3 -has an additional function, 
however, and that is to‘ present a slight resistance 
to‘the travel of the roller 51 as the roller ap 
proaches the end of the track during the down 
swing. When the roller 51 moves from the track 
proper on to the inner surface of the trigger, the 
trigger is forced to move to the position shown 
by'the dotted lines in Fig. 2, and the tension of ' 
the spring 64 consequently tends to slightly slow 
the travel or" the roller and of the carriage 34; 
This resistance to free travel is transmitted to 
the muscles of ‘the player swinging the club 59', 
and his reaction is to- use more wrist power to 
force the club head to continue its travel. By 
varying the length of the trigger 63, as well as the 
tension of the spring used, a player can he taught 
when to bring his wrist muscles into his swing, 
and can also be taught approximately how much 
wrist pressure should be used. 

After the roller 51 leaves the tip end of'the 
trigger 53, practically all resistance to the free 
rotation of the carriage 34 is removed, and that 
lack of resistance coupled with the momentum 
of the carriage and its counterweight, causes the 
player swinging the club to “follow through” on 
his swing, or in other words, to fully complete the 
swing of the club. We call attention to the fact 
that by curving the club holding arm 45 substan 
tially as illustrated, the arm easily clears the. 
head of the player, even though they carriage 34 
moves through an arc of 180° or more from the 
position shown in Fig. 1, either during the back 
swing, or during the “follow through” on the 
downswing. > 

As a means of connecting a golf club to the free 
end of arm 45, we provide a unique type of uni 
versal joint, designated as a whole by numeral 65. 
This joint includes a sleeve 66 which is interior 
ly tapered to fit the tapered shaft of the club 59. 
In assembly, the club head is removed, the sleeve 
66 is' heated, and then slipped on to the club shaft 
to-a point near the handle, where it shrinks to a 
tight ?t. The sleeve has a thrust collar 61, a. 
cylindrical ‘bearing surface 68, and a reduced 
threaded end 69.‘ The bore of a second sleeve 10 ' 
complementally receives the bearing surface 68, 
and .the sleeve 10 is held in position on this bear- , 
ing surface by an internally threaded thrust col 
lar ll, which screws on the threaded end 69. 
This sleeve ‘I0 has a pivot pin 12 projecting at‘ 
right angles» therefrom, adapted to receive a. 
sleeve- 13,‘. one end of which is provided‘with! an"; 
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this‘sleeve tightlyfinto a socketi‘lS (Fig. 3) which.‘ 
isipiv‘oted-for. movement in ‘one-plane only ‘hither; 
end‘. ofthe arm“ 45 - inlthei manner» shown in: Fig. ~ 
3; The sleeve 'l3‘fis held'inrpositiononthe pivot" 

7 pin "by means ofialargeheaded screw ‘l6'and? 
a washer". Thisscrew screws into the threadedi 
end of the'pin 12. After the universal joint ‘has i 
been assembled, as described,- on the club shaft? 
the sleeve 13‘ is simply screwedtightly into the 
socket 15‘ by use of the knurled collar 14. The 
socket 15" is permitted a pivotal movementof' 
about 30° to allow for height adjustment of‘ the“ 
machine,‘ for slight‘ variations in the angle at 
which different players hold their clubs‘ with re‘-‘ 

"lation to the ground surface, and also to allow‘ 
for the breaking of the wrists near the top ofv 
the backswing; This joint permits rotation of the “ 
club about its own longitudinal axis while also‘ 
permitting a rotation of the-club with relation 
to the arm 45vrith the socket 15 as an axis. 
Thus a player can grasp‘ the club in the usual2 
manner, swing it back to the top of the back" 
swing, take the full down swing and complete the‘ 
“follow through” stroke, all without any appre-' 

,ciable' resistance from the‘ means connecting 'the' 
club to the arm 45 and its carriage 34. 
While the device thus far-described is a com 

plete operating unit in itself, in order to make 
it commercially practical, we de?nitely include, 
'as a part of the invention to be used optionally, 
a coin released control mechanism. 

This mechanism is located in a stationary‘ 
housing ‘l8 mounted on the end of the arm 22" 
(Figs. 1 and 13). The open front end of the‘ 
‘housing ?ts closely against the inside surface" 
of the rounded portion of the plate 35 as already 
shown in Fig. 13, so that this plate, while it‘: 
turns in relation to the housing, actually serves‘ 
as alclosure for the housing. The housing ‘l8“may" 
‘also serve as a coin box, and the coins can be 
removed by simply unscrewing the pivot pin 36v 
and removing the entire assembled carriage 34' 
from the standard. 

Inside the housing, a ratchet wheel lil'is ro 
tatably mounted (Fig. 11). An arcuate leaf ' 
spring 80 contacts the teeth of the wheel and 
serves to prevent its free rotation except in one. 
direction, and then only in response to positively] 
applied force. A dog 8| mounted for reciprocal 
movement in a housing 82 is spring pressed by 
means of spring 83, to contact the ratchet wheel.‘ 
The housing 82 screws into a threaded perfora 
tion. 84 (Fig. 1) inthe plate 35, so that the dog. 

, 8! moves about the axis 36‘ with the plate 35 as 
it rotates. On each .backswing (counterclockwise 
movement) of the carriage, the dog 8| contacts. 
a tooth of the wheel 19 and rotates it a distance 
equivalent to the spacing of the teeth, and against . 
the tension of spring 80. On the downswing, 
however, the spring 80 holds the wheel against r0‘ 
tation, and the sloping face of the dog rides over.‘ 
the sloping face of the nearest tooth, and this 
is repeated with each complete swing of the club,. 

, thus gradually rotating the ratchet wheel. 

integral knurledvcollar 14 to’ facilitateiscrewingc75. 

Screwed into the back wall of the housing l8is 
a lock pin housing 85, which reciprocably houses 
a lock pin 85 spring pressed toward the plate 35' 
by means of spring 81. The adjacent surface 
of the rounded central portion of the plate 35 
is super?cially slotted with an arcuate cam type: 
slot I03 (Fig. 1'7) to receive the end of the pin, 
86, and to be thereby locked against counterclock 
wise rotative movement. 
For retracting, the lock pin 86“ from‘ its locked) 
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position in the slot I03 in plate'35, we provide 
a lever 88 pivotally mounted intermediate its 
ends on a pivot pin 89, in such position that one 
of its' ends moves in a plane to contact a. pro 
jection 90 on the pin 85. Near the other end of 
the lever 88 is a hook-like portion 91 immedi 
ately adjacent the inner end of a coin chute 
92 which extends through the wall of the hous 
ing 18. The housed portion of the coin chute 
includes a gravity or spring operated pivotally 
mounted dog 93 which lies directly in the path 
of travel of a coin in the chute. An interior lug 
I02 limits the pivotal movement of this dog 93 
in one direction. Exteriorly, the coin chute is 
provided with a coin insert opening 94, and 
a bar 95 adapted to be reciprocated in the chute 
92 by means of a hand lever 96 (Fig. 1), pivotally 
mounted on the arm 22. 
To fully understand the operation of this con 

trol mechanism, it should be noted from Fig. 11, 
that the ratchet wheel 79 is provided with a 
through coin slot 97, which, when the wheel is 
rotated to the proper position, exactly aligns 
with a coin slot (not visible in the drawings) in 
the bottom of the coin chute 92 near its end. 
The extreme outer end of the lever 88 ter 

minates in a lug 93, which carries a downwardly 
projecting spring pressed dog 99 (Figs. 15 and 
16) mounted in a small housing kit, which 
screws into the underside of the lug 98. This 
dog‘ co-operates with a cam 56! formed on the 
upper surface of the ratchet wheel 13, the dog 
and cam being suiiiciently wide radially that 
the dog stays in contact with the cam during 
the travel of the lever 88 from its solid line, or ; 
locked position in Fig. 14, to its dotted line, or 
unlocked position, even though the pivotal axes 
of the wheel 19 and of the lever 88 are spaced 
apart. 
As illustrated in Fig. 11, the control mecha 

nism has almost reached its locked position, and 
the pin 86 by its penetration into its arcuate 
slot in the plate 35, prevents movement of the 
carriage 3d counterclockwise about its axis. To 
release the carriage so that a player may use 
the device, a coin of the proper denomination 
is inserted into the chute, the lever 96 is pulled 
forward causing the bar 925 to contact and force 
the coin toward the inner end of the chute. As 
the coin approaches the inner end of the chute, 
the edge of the coin ?rst forces the dog 93 out 
of its way, and then contacts part Eli of the 
lever 38, forcing this lever to pivot about its 
axis 8Q, to simultaneousiy retract the lock 
pin 86 from its arcuate slot “"33 in the plate 35. 
During this movement the dog 99 contacts the 
cam l?l on the wheel 79 and, if the coin is of 
the proper denomination, rotates that wheel a 
distance equivalent to the spacing of the teeth, 
thereby moving the slot ti’ away from the end 
of the chute 92, and preventing the newly in 
serted coin from. falling through the slot. Im 
mediately after the coin passes the dog that 
dog moves back to its normal position in the 
chute against the lug and prevents the coin 
from backing up. The coin wedged between the 
dog 93 and the end iii of the lever 38, and resting 
on the upper surface oi’ ratchet wheel thus 
prevents the lever from returning to its normal 
locked position. The lever, likewise, holds the 
lock pin 86 in retracted position, and the device 
is unlocked and ready for use. 

If the coin inserted in the coin chute smaller 
in diameter than a coin oi the proper denomina 
tion, then the lever 88 is not moved far enough 
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to completely retract the pin 86 from its recess 
in the plate 35, nor is the ratchet wheel 19 ro 
tated sufficiently for the next adjacent tooth to 
pass the spring 88. Hence the ratchet wheel 19 
returns toward its former position, and the 
smaller coin drops through the slot 91 without 
unlocking the device, and all parts of the mech 
anism returnto their former locked positions. 
The slot 9'! serves as a means of again auto 

matically locking the device after a predeter 
mined number of practice strokes have been 
taken. As previously mentioned it is so posi 
tioned that it moves into alignment with the 
slot in the bottom of the coin chute 92 after 
the ratchet wheel has made one complete revolu 
tion. When the two slots are aligned, the coin 
drops through slot 9‘! into the lower part of the 
housing. This permits the lever 88 and the lock 
pin 86 to return to their relative locked posi 
tions, at which time further use of the machine 
is prevented until another coin is inserted in the 
chute and the cycle repeated. 
From this description it should be clearly un 

derstood how the device accomplishes the objects 
mentioned above. The adjustment of the arm 
22 about its pivot point de?nitely changes the 
position of the carriage axis 36 with relation 
to the horizontal. rl'he changing of this axis 
35 naturally determines the respective planes in 
which the guide carriage, as well as the end of 
the arm 4E5, must travel during the rotation of 
the carriage about its axis. The changing of the 
plane in which the outer end of the arm 45 must 
travel, in turn changes the slant of the respec 
tive planes in which the player’s hands and the 
club head must travel during their movement 
by the player in taking his swing. The adjust 
ment of the arm 22 then, de?nitely determines 
the proper planes of travel for the player’s hands 
and the clubhead, with relation to the player’s 
height. 
On the other hand the peripheral shape of 

the guide track 33 de?nitely determines the paths 
in which the club head and the player’s hands 
must travel in their respective planes. These 
two guiding forces, combined with the universal 
joint mounting and the pivotal socket 15 force 
the proper pronation of the hands and club dur 
ing the backswing, the proper pivoting of the 
body, and above all assure that the club and the 
player’s hands coincide with the line of inter 
section of the respective planes in which the two 
travel, at the very top of the backswing. In this 
position an imaginary extension of the longi 
tudinal axis of the club would pass directly 
through the point toward which the player in 
tends to shoot the golf ball. 
While we have described and illustrated only 

a single embodiment of the invention, we are 
aware it may be embodied in other forms, and 
we do not wish to be limited except by the prior 
art and by the scope of the appended claims. 
We claim: 
1. In a device for guiding a golf club through 

a predetermined path during its swing by a 
player, a guide track; a club guiding mechanism 
one end of which is rotatably mounted to move 
in a plane parallel to and immediately adjacent 
the plane in which said guide track lies, and 
another part of which is movable radially with 
relation to the rotational axis of the ?rst men 
tioned end; and a roller rotatably mounted on 
the radially movable portion of said club guiding 
mechanism and adapted to roll on said guide 
track as the entire mechanism rotates about its 



.. .axis,‘ the“ contour of theguideltrackbeing- adapt 
~ed?torpredetermine the-pathiin whichrthe ‘free 
Jen‘d of 1said club guiding mechanismstrauels dur 

' ing-Iat least aaportion. ofrtherro‘tational fmovement 
inf 'saidmechanism. 

‘ ;2. In a device for guiding :a_'golf :club‘through 
"a‘ predetermined ‘path ‘during its :swing by a 
player, a guide track ; I a club guiding mechanism 
-one»'end of which "is rotatably mountedto move 
linra plane vparallel to and immediately-adjacent 
the ‘plane ‘in which said - guide trackv lies, and 
anotherpart ‘of which is #movable radially ‘with 
lrelation‘to the‘rotationalaxis of the ?rst men 
tioned end, vsaid vrotational axis being -movable 
"into: different positions with relation ' to‘. the hori 
:zontal to change ‘the plane in which ‘said club 
guiding mechanism‘ moves during ‘its rotation; 
and a roller rotatably mounted on the ‘radially 
movable portion of said ‘club-guiding mechanism 
and adapted'torollon said guide ‘track as the 
"entiremechanism rotates about its axis, the con 
'itournf :the‘rrguide . track being adapted ' to prede 
termine the pathiin which the free end of ‘said 
:club; guiding mechanism :travels :during at least 
re. portion :of zthe rotational :movement of ‘said 
mechanism. 

3. Inna-device 'for guiding :a golf club through 
"a predetermined path during its ‘swing “by a 
‘piayeiya guidetrack; = a club. guiding mechanism 
one end ' of' which vis :rotata‘olyrmounted to move 
.in‘ agplane 1, parallel .to and immediately adjacent 
“the plane {in which :said guide itra'ck lies, “and 
another part .of whichis movable qradially with 
~~relationto the-rotational axisl'oi the .?rstmen 
ltionediend; *a-roller rotatablyrmounted on the 
radially .movable portion of said "club .. guiding 
mechanism ‘.and ;-adapted to .-.roll on said guide 
track as therentire mechanism rotates about its 
axis, the ‘contour'of'the guide track being adapt 
ed to predetermine the path in which the free 
end of said club guiding mechanism travels dur 
ing at least a portion of the rotational movement 
of the mechanism; means for locking the club 
guiding mechanism against rotation about its 
axis; and coin operated means for releasing said 
locking means. 

4. In a device for guiding a golf club through 
a predetermined path during its swing by a 
player, a guide track; a club guiding mechanism 
one end of which is rotatably mounted to move 
in a plane parallel to and immediately adjacent 
the plane in which said guide track lies, and an 
other part of which is movable radially with rela 
tion to the rotational axis of the ?rst mentioned 
end; a roller rotatably mounted on the radially 
movable portion of said club guiding mechanism 
and adapted to roll on said guide track as the 
entire mechanism rotates about its axis, the con 
tour of said guide track being adapted to prede 
termine the path in which the free end of said 
club guiding mechanism travels during at least 
a portion of the rotational movement of said 
mechanism; and means for changing the position 
of the rotational axis of said club guiding mech 
anism with relation to the horizontal. 

5. In a device for guiding a golf club through 
a predetermined path during its swing by a 
player, the combination of, a club guiding arm; 
means at the free end of said arm for connecting 
a golf club; a rotatably mounted guide carriage 
supporting the other end of said arm for move 
ment toward and away from the rotational axis 
of the carriage, said arm also movable in an 
arcuate path to any one of a plurality of pre 
determined planes as said guide carriage rotates 
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‘about its/axis; means ‘for changing the position 
'ofthe-rotational axisaof said guide carriage with 
relation to the horizontal to predetermine the 
‘particular plane in which said club guiding arm 
--must move whenlthe ‘guide carriage rotates; a 
'guideroller mounted on vsaid club guiding arm 
with rotational axis parallel to the rotational 

I axis of ‘said carriage ; and a concavo-convex guide 
ion'lwhic'h said roller moves during at least a part 
ofthe travel of said'club' guiding arm, the con 
tour of saidftrack‘being adapted to predetermine 
thearcuate path in'which the club carrying end 
L'ofsaid ‘club guiding 'armrtravels in itspredeter 
:mined ' plane. 

.6. A "device for.;guiding a‘golf club through-a 
predetermined path during‘its [swing by a player 
comprising: a guide 2carriage supporting arm 
mounted ‘for adjustment in a substantially ver 
tical plane; a guide carriage mounted on an 
end of said; supporting arm for rotation in various 
.planesrallnormal tonthe plane in whichthe sup 
porting arm moves; aclubguiding arm having 
{one ‘end ‘mounted in.said carriage ‘for longitu 
dinal movement toward and away from the rota 
tional axis of said carriage; a guide roller 
‘mounted on said club guiding arm and rotatable 
about an axis parallel to rotational axis of said 
carriage; an arcuate guide track also supported 
on said guide carriage supporting arm, and in the 
same plane in which said roller ‘rotates; and a 
‘universal joint 1for'connecting the shaft vof a 
‘club'to the‘free end of said club guiding arm. 

7. A device for guiding a golf club through a 
‘predetermined path “during its swing by a player 
comprising: a guide ‘carriage supporting arm 
mounted ‘for ' adjustment ‘in a substantially ver 
tical plane; a guide carriage mounted on an 
‘end of said supporting arm for‘rotation'in various 
‘planes. alll normal-to the plane'in which the sup 
porting arm moves; a club guiding arm having 
one end mounted in said carriage for longitu 
dinal movement toward and away from the rota 
tional axis of said carriage; a guide roller 
mounted on the club guiding arm and rotatable 

' about an axis parallel to the rotational axis of 
said carriage; an arcuate guide track also sup 
ported on said guide carriage supporting arm, 
and in the same plane in which said roller ro 
tates; a universal joint for connecting the shaft 
of a golf club to the free end of said club guid 
ing arm; means for locking the guide carriage 
against movement about its axis; and coin oper 
ated means for releasing said locking means. 

8. A device for guiding a golf club through a 
predetermined path during its swing by a player, 
comprising: a supporting standard; a guide car 
riage supporting arm having one of its ends 
pivotally mounted on said standard for adjust 
ment in a substantially vertical plane; a guide 
carriage mounted on the free end of said sup 
porting arm its rotational axis being at right 
angles to the pivotal axis of said supporting arm; 
a counterweight for said guide carriage; a club 
guiding arm carried by said guide carriage and 
movable toward and away from the axis thereof, 
one end of said club guiding arm projecting out 
Ward at an angle to the plane in which the car 
riage rotates; a guide roller mounted on said club 
guiding arm for rotation about an axis parallel to 
the rotational axis of the carriage; a concavo 
convex guide track rigidly supported on the guide 
carriage supporting arm in the same plane in 
which said roller rotates and in which the roller 
travels as the guide carriage rotates; and a uni 
versal joint for connecting the shaft of a golf 
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club to the free end of said club guiding arm 
which projects outwardly from said guide car 
riage. 

9. A device for guiding a golf club through a 
predetermined path during its swing by a player, 
comprising: a supporting standard; a guide car 
riage supporting arm having one of its ends piv~ 
otally mounted on said standard for adjustment 
in a substantially vertical plane; a guide carriage 
mounted on the free end of said supporting arm, 
its rotational axis being at right angles to the 
pivotal axis of said supporting arm; a counter 
weight for said guide carriage; a club guiding 
arm carried by said carriage and movable toward 
and away from the axis thereof, one end of said 
club guiding arm projecting outward at an angle 
to the plane in which the carriage rotates; a 
guide mounted on said guiding arm for rotation 
about an axis parallel to the rotational axis of 
the carriage; a concavo-convex guide track 
rigidly supported on the guide carriage support 
ing arm in the same plane in which said roller 
rotates and in which the roller travels as the 
guide carriage rotates; a universal joint for con 
necting the shaft of a golf club to the free end of 
said golf club guiding arm which projects out 
wardly from said guide carriage; means for look 
ing the guide carriage against movement about 
its axis; and coin operated means for releasing 
said locking means. 

10. A device for guiding a golf club through a 
predetermined path during its swing by a player 
comprising: a supporting standard; a guide car 
riage supporting arm having one of its ends piv 
otally mounted on said standard for movement in 
a substantially'vertical plane; means for adjust 
ing the position of said supporting arm with 
relation to said standard; co-operating means on 
the standard and the supporting arm for indicat 
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ing the degree that the arm changes position with 
relation to the standard; a guide carriage ro 
tatably mounted on the free end of said sup 
porting arm; a rigid club guiding arm having 
one end mounted in said carriage for radial 
movement with relation to the carriage axis, and 
having its other end arcuately bent and adapted 
for connection to the shaft of a golf club; a guide 
roller mounted on said club guiding arm and 
rotatable on an axis parallel to the carriage axis; 
an arcuate guide track also supported from said 
guide carriage supporting arm, and lying in the 
plane in which said roller rotates, said roller 
being adapted to roll on said track as the club 
carrying arm and its carriage move around the 
carriage axis, said track and roller being adapted 
to predetermine the path in which the club 
travels. 

11. In a device for guiding a golf club through 
a predetermined path during its swing by a 
player, which device includes a rotatably 
mounted club guiding and holding mechanism 
and a track for predetermining the path of travel 
of the club holding portion of said mechanism 
during rotation of the mechanism about its axis, 
means for connecting the club holding portion 
of said mechanism to a golf club comprising: a 
threaded socket mounted for limited pivotal 
movement in a plane radial to the rotational axis 
of the club guiding and holding mechanism; and 
a universal joint one portion of which is securely 
attached to the shaft of the club, and another 
portion of which is adapted to screw into said 
socket and to afford free movement of the club 
about its own longitudinal axis and about an axis 
normal thereto and extending radially with rela 
tion to the pivotal axis of said socket. 
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